2015 dodge dart dashboard

These problems result mainly from poor combustion, which stifles the engine. So before
replacing your engine parts, try Carbon Cleaning. A dirty engine as the result of carbon
deposits is the new threat to vehicle performance. Warning lights on dashboard : Dodge Dart 2.
Foreword The dashboard is designed as an information center. It gives you a generalized
warning when your vehicle may be malfunctioning. When any part of your vehicle is not working
properly, a light will turn on notifying you of an underlying problem. These lights may be aided
with a bell or buzzer to grasp your attention. Either way, book your car in to a reputable garage
to have the potential issue looked over, and if necessary, repaired. If you see the coolant light
show up on your dashboard, it could mean coolant levels are running low, so check the gauge
on the side of the coolant tank under the bonnet and top up if necessary. In conjunction with a
temperature gauge reading well into the red, it could mean your engine is overheating. Get it
seen to as soon as possible to avoid a potentially expensive repair bill. Sometimes this can be
down to something as small as a faulty electrical sensor, although sometimes it can be a larger
mechanical issue. Get this checked out straight away as DPFs can become blocked and can be
expensive to replace. Airbag indicator This signals a malfunction with the airbags or airbag
sensor. This means that they may not go off in a crash. On some cars, there's also a Passenger
Airbag Off light that means the car has detected a small person in the front seat and has
deactivated the front passenger airbag. This ensures that the presumably short front passenger
doesn't suffocate or suffer a broken neck when the airbag goes off. What does your warning
light on your dashboard mean? Before pay a mechanic, try the decarbonization. Make your
online diagnosis. If the system fails, the steering could go heavy, meaning more effort will be
needed to make the car change direction. Just the magic slippery stuff that keeps your engine
lubricated. This typically signals your oil level is low by about two liters. No lasting damage
should occur if you top off the oil the moment you see this warning. But if you ignore it, your
motor could end up looking like a frying pan that's been left on the burner for a few hours. Not a
pretty sight. And a new engine is much more expensive than a new frying pan. Tire pressure
monitoring system This indicates either an issue with the TPMS itself or low pressure in one of
your tires. Check immediately. Low pressures carry increased risk of a blowout on the highway
due to tire overheating. Not to mention the danger of hydroplaning in the rain, as wider tires
slide over the water more easily than narrower ones. This could be to do with a faulty alternator,
faulty battery, a bad connection or damaged cabling somewhere in the engine bay. At worst, the
light could be on due to an alternator drive belt braking. Other systems also use this belt â€”
such as the engine coolant pump, or power steering â€” so the affects of a failure here could be
compounded. Find a center. Our centers worldwide. With the Carbon Cleaning solution, you can
help extend the life of your car engine without the need to replace so many expensive parts.
Locate a center near you :. As a member of the Carbon Cleaning network, you are an
independent vendor. To help you grow your business, we put all of our experience and
expertise at your disposal. Site map. Our team is available to answer all your questions. Phone :
Please send an Email. For the money, the Dodge Dart offers roominess, ample feature content
and abundant style. But powertrain and refinement weaknesses relegate it to mid-pack status in
the small-sedan segment. With its eye-catching sheet metal and roomy cabin, the Dodge Dart
makes a strong first impression. However, get to know the sedan and it becomes clear it falls
short of its rivals in fundamental areas. Whether or not this good-looking Dodge is the car for
you will depend on where your priorities lie. In many ways, the Dart is a rewarding companion.
Its sheet metal is striking enough to turn heads, and its cabin is both accommodating and
attractive. The available " Uconnect " touchscreen infotainment interface looks slick and
modern, and leads the pack with its user-friendly design and expansive functionality. Non-GT
trims of the Dart boast impressive handling, and the sedan's safety scores are beyond
reproach. However, the Dart lacks an overall refinement that its main rivals possess and
stumbles in areas that are of importance to many buyers in this segment. First of all, its
powertrain lineup misses the mark. The base engine is slow and unremarkable. You get good
fuel economy with the Aero trim's turbocharged 1. Meanwhile, the hp, 2. Another weakness
concerns seat comfort, as the Dart's front seats are marred by placement and contours that will
likely make them an unpleasant fit for many passengers. Given all this, it makes sense to
seriously consider the Dart's competition. The Mazda 3 is very impressive, with engaging
handling, exceptional fuel economy and a refined interior. The Ford Focus and Honda Civic are
also worth a look, as both cars ride quite well and feature attractive cabins. Like the Dart, the
Kia Forte boasts head-turning sheet metal and an intuitive touchscreen infotainment interface,
but it doesn't suffer from the Dart's drawbacks. What's more, the 3, Focus, Civic and Forte all
offer base engines that outpace the Dart's both in performance and mpg. Each also received
"A" ratings from Edmunds. So while the Dart might be an appealing choice for a driver keenly
focused on style and performance, we think most small sedan shoppers will be happier with

one of the aforementioned options. The base SE comes sparsely equipped with inch steel
wheels, power windows, a tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel, height-adjustable front seats,
cloth upholstery, a folding rear seat, and a four-speaker sound system with a CD player, an MP3
player and an auxiliary audio jack. The optional Convenience Group adds underbody
aerodynamic enhancements, active grille shutters, body-color door handles, power mirrors and
locks, keyless entry, cruise control, air-conditioning, steering-wheel audio controls, Bluetooth
phone and audio connectivity, and a USB port. The SXT is eligible for several options packages.
The Uconnect Touchscreen Group adds an upgraded instrument panel, an 8. The Cold Weather
Group adds power heated mirrors, heated front seats and remote engine start on Darts with the
automatic transmission. The Rallye and California Appearance Groups differ only in badging,
and add inch black aluminum wheels, active grille shutters, underbody dynamic enhancements,
a sportier tune for the suspension, special exterior and interior design elements, dual exhaust
tips, foglamps and a leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob. The Blacktop package adds
inch black aluminum wheels, foglamps, side mirrors with unique black trim and Yokohama tires.
It also gets inch wheels, foglamps, dual exhaust tips, keyless ignition and entry, an even
sportier suspension calibration than you get with the Rallye package, different exterior trim,
dual-zone automatic climate control, leather upholstery, a six-way power driver seat with
four-way power lumbar adjustment , an auto-dimming rearview mirror, a soft-touch instrument
panel and ambient interior lighting. The Dart Limited has all the GT's equipment minus the
exhaust tips but reverts to inch wheels and the Rallye package's suspension tune. It also comes
with remote ignition, a sunroof, a navigation system optional on all other trims but the SE ,
real-time traffic, perforated leather upholstery and chrome exterior trim. The Alpine stereo is a
stand-alone option. Both the Limited and GT can be equipped with the Technology Group,
which adds xenon headlights, automatic high-beam control, automatic wipers, rear parking
sensors, a blind-spot warning system and a rear cross-traffic alert system. All trims are
available with a Mopar Interior package that adds a cargo net, all-weather floor mats, a cargo
tray and unique door sill guards. Available Mopar Exterior packages add special body cladding.
Three engines are available for the Dodge Dart. The base SE model comes with a 2. A six-speed
manual transmission is standard, and a six-speed automatic is optional. In Edmunds
performance testing, a manual-equipped Dart with this engine accelerated from zero to 60 mph
in 9. An automatic-equipped car would be even slower. Standard on the Aero is a turbocharged
1. A six-speed manual transmission is standard, and a six-speed automated manual is optional.
In Edmunds testing, a Dart with the turbo engine and manual transmission hit 60 mph in 8. The
automated manual transmission added only 0. A six-speed manual transmission is standard on
the SXT and GT, while a six-speed automatic transmission is optional on these trims and
standard on the Limited. During Edmunds testing, a Dart GT with the automatic also did the
sprint in 8. Every Dodge Dart comes standard with antilock disc brakes, traction and stability
control, front and rear side airbags, side curtain airbags and front knee airbags. A rearview
camera is available on most trims. The optional Technology package on the GT and Limited
includes rear parking sensors, blind-spot warning and rear cross-traffic alert. In government
crash testing, the Dart earned the highest possible rating of five stars for overall crash
protection, with five stars for total frontal-impact protection and five stars for total side-impact
protection. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety awarded the Dart a top score of "Good"
in the moderate-overlap frontal-offset, side-impact and roof-strength tests. In the small-overlap
frontal-offset impact test, the Dart earned an "Acceptable" rating second highest on a scale of
four. Its seat and head restraint design was rated "Good" for whiplash protection in rear
impacts. In Edmunds brake testing, a Dart Limited came to a stop from 60 mph in feet, putting it
among the best in the segment. A Dart GT performed the same feat in an impressively short
feet. A Dart Aero equipped with low-rolling-resistance tires, however, took feet, which is 10 feet
longer than average. The Dodge Dart has responsive handling and well-weighted steering, and
overall, it goes around turns with confidence. Almost all trim levels also offer a comfortable
ride, making it a good candidate for road trips. The exception to all this is the Dart GT. It handles
more crisply than other Darts, but the degradation in ride quality -- the GT gets pretty jiggly over
rough pavement -- isn't worth the incremental handling improvement in our opinion. None of the
Dart's three available engines are standouts. The Dart's base 2. Acceleration is passable with
the manual transmission, but the optional six-speed automatic slows the car down significantly.
The Aero model's turbocharged 1. In addition, the automated manual transmission that most
buyers choose is slow to respond to gas pedal inputs and often feels like it's in the wrong gear.
The best pick is the 2. You don't get optimal fuel economy with it, but it nevertheless feels
considerably more lively in real-world driving situations, with highway merging and passing
maneuvers being significantly easier. The Dodge Dart makes a nice first impression, with
padded surfaces, dash stitching and available flares of colorful trim. Build quality isn't exactly

up to that of the segment leaders, though. We highly recommend springing for the available 8. It
features straightforward menus, large on-screen buttons and an accompanying knob that
makes whipping through iPod menus a breeze. Processing times are quick, too, and if you need
to enter a destination on the move, the voice control works surprisingly well. In Darts without
this interface, the standard stereo head unit clumsily plugs into the same spot, reinforcing the
notion that you missed out on something better. There's good space for occupants up front, but
the Dart's front seats are oddly shaped and feel as if they're mounted too high. As a result,
longer-legged drivers may find they can't lower the seat-bottom cushion enough for optimum
comfort. In addition, the steering wheel has a limited range of tilt adjustment, so you may find
you can't position that low enough either. Meanwhile, the backseat offers plenty of legroom for
adults, though 6-footers may run short on headroom. Trunk capacity is Although the trunk
holds a decent amount of gear, the hinges on its lid are unusually weak, making it all too easy to
close the trunk accidentally when loading bulky or heavy items. Available styles include SXT
4dr Sedan 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid
for the Used Dodge Dart. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably
tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided
you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a
few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month
basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so.
Check out Dodge lease specials Check out Dodge Dart lease specials. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Sluggish
acceleration with base engine Aero model's unrefined automated transmission front seats are
oddly contoured and mounted too high. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for
sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The Dodge Dart's touchscreen adds Android
smartphone compatibility for Bluetooth phones and streaming music, as well as USB
connectivity to play music from the device. The CD player is no longer standard on all models
and is now a stand-alone option available on certain trims. Finally, the 2. Read more. Write a
review See all 41 reviews. In the sea of compact sedans, the Dart GT stands out. It's very nice to
look at, definitely not your cookie-cutter import. I honestly don't understand the criticism of the
car in general. The car never feels under powered, the shifts are crisp and positive. The
handling and brakes are very good for a front wheel drive car. My only complaint was the OEM
tires which were overly harsh and really a poor match for this chassis. Once replaced, you now
have a firm riding, quite and comfortable car, but not harsh or jarring. What you have is a quick,
sharp and fun drive that is inexpensive to own and operate. Good value for money. Update at
34k miles - Aside from Interior rattles, which are quite annoying, still a solid workhorse and fun
to drive package. Perhaps the firm suspension contributes to the rattles, but they are quite
annoying when the cabin is gold. Still happy with the car, just annoyed at that aspect. Read
less. Great car for the money. One thing you need to keep in mind, I have bought the manual
transmission so it is sportier. However the 2. The voice control is poor, as i had to take it back
the day after I bought it guess anyone can get a faulty unit though to replace the uconnect. The
car drives great and fuel efficiency is great on the highway but could need improvement on city
streets Pros: - Great car for the money - Great Safety features - Great factory speakers - nice
adjustability of seats - Awesome cargo space - Good on hwy gas Cons: - somewhat slow takeoff
- Uconnect issues - instrumentation can be slightly confusing I just bought this car, so the
review may still get changed. I am writing this review after owning the car for over 6 months.
Also just found out Dodge is discontinuing this car. Which to me, is very sad. I bought this car
as a daily driver parking my 09 Challenger RT. I was amazed by the features, feel, tech,
acceleration, looks I have NO idea why it is getting such a bad wrap. I get compliments on it all
the time just as much as my Challenger. I am a 6ft 1 guy, and they seats are very comfortable to
me. I also have 3 children, and they fit in the car fine. Trunk space is awesome. I have the 2.
Black 18inch alloys, and the car is Dark Grey. A quick, sturdy, wonderful car. So far, I have not
regretted it in the slightest; it is an upgrade in almost every way. As a 6'7", lb man coming from
a mid-size sedan, the switch to a compact had me worried. I am the kind of person to do as
much research as possible before a purchase like this, but for my particular circumstances
there is really no alternative to actually going to the dealership and test driving the car. I am
pleased to report that this is the first sedan I have ever been able to sit completely upright in,
without hitting my head on anything. My particular vehicle was purchased in , but as a model I

had to take what I could get since I was shopping for a manual, and this car just happened to
have a sunroof. That only adds to my headroom, and the cut-out from the room even with the
sunroof closed adds an extra inch or two for those 'even-extra' extra headroom needing people.
As far as legroom, I positioned my chair in a comfortable driving position, then moved to the
backseat, and was able to fit behind myself! In a Compact Sedan! If you are a large person, you
will understand how impressive this is. Headroom is a bit tight in the rear seats, but the legroom
truely impressed me. My personal needs aside, this is a fantastic car. The 2. It is a somewhat
heavy compact, but the GT holds its weight well. It corners -very- flat, and can pull out of
corners with almost no back end feedback. If you're in for a more leasurely roll down the
country roads, the GT suspension may be a little more stiff than people are used to, but it is
hardly the toughest I've driven. The clutch is smooth and responsive, and if you can aptly shift
inside the power band, it will have no trouble finding and keeping revs with you. In my opinion,
the interior is the best in the class. For under 20k, You have leather everywhere. Seats, Steering
wheel, Console, everything is well built and has no wiggle or give. The doors close solidly and
you feel extremely safe inside the cabin. Visibility is high, even from my vantage point at the
ceiling, and backing up is a smooth breeze even without the backup camera. I feel that interiors
are an extremely personal opinion kind of thing, but that is mine. After a lot of research with
engines, and considering I was restricting myself to a manual transmission, I test drove a
Mazda3, Chevy Cruze, and this Dodge Dart. There was little feeling of competition. I have been
through many brands of cars in my relatively short life. This car is so good that I feel like I may
turn into a Dodge man. See all 41 reviews of the Used Dodge Dart. Write a review. Frontal
Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety
scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3. Sponsored cars related to the Dart. Sign Up. The
Dodge Dart is a relatively sporty front-wheel-drive compact sedan. The Dart arrived two years
ago and replaced the substandard, unloved Caliber hatchback. While the Dart hasn't sold as
well as Dodge had hoped, the lineup received a number of changes last model year, solving
some teething issues for this, the first true compact sedan since the Neon left years ago. One
hidden Dart asset: In interior volume, it's almost a mid-size car, and feels like it. In many ways,
the Dart looks like a modernized Neon. That's a good thing, as the Neon was always one of the
better-looking models of its time. It's larger than its predecessor, for sure, but the proportions
are similarâ€”with a wide stance and a low cowl. It has a more substantial look in the rear, like
the Charger, which adopts an appearance even more similar to the Dart for Well-equipped
models come with an 8. Especially inside, the Dart offers equipment that most won't necessarily
expect from a compact car. Seats are comfortable front and rear, and the seating position isn't
as low as you'd guess based on the car's lines. Soft-touch materials on most parts of the dash
coordinate nicely with harder plastic elements, though big swaths of hard black textured plastic
still crop up in a couple of places inside the littlest Dodge. The Dart is styled like a performance
car, but the engine choice is what determines whether it behaves like one. The standard
horsepower 2. Opt for the turbocharged hp 1. But you'll have to keep your foot firmly into the
accelerator to make it happen. Like many cars with six-speed transmissions, the Dart's top gear
was chosen to keep the engine running below 2, rpm under steady load, for best fuel economy.
The 1. A hp 2. It provides adequate power without the surginess that's sometimes evident from
the 1. The base 2. The 2. The Dart practically aces both U. That combination makes it one of the
highest-rated cars for safety in this class--next to only the Honda Civic. The car comes standard
with 10 airbags, along with the usual suite of electronic safety systems, with both blind-spot
alert and cross-traffic detection available, features that are new to the compact segment.
Outward visibility is admirable--something that's usually not the case in these days of
strengthened roofs for rollover safety. The Dodge Dart doesn't look like all the other compact
sedans, thankfully. Instead, it takes after some of its Dodge siblings, giving it some attitude in
what can be a ho-hum segment. It's larger than the Neon, but the proportions are similarâ€”with
a wide stance and a low cowl. Its cowl isn't actually any lower than in other cars, but a wide
stance, low fender tops, and a long flowing roofline make it look larger and closer to the ground.
It's neither as boxy and upright as the Chevy Cruze nor as slab-sided as the Ford Focus sedan.
A full-width taillight cluster offers optional LED illumination diodes in all. The exhaust exits
through a pair of 3-inch oval finishers in the apron, unlike more basic compacts that use only a
single exhaust pipe. In all, it's far more extroverted than the likes of the Hyundai Elantra, or even
the recently redesigned Toyota Corolla. Inside the Dart, the dash is businesslike yet flowing and
sculpted, like those in other modern Dodges. The designers said they intended users to have
fun while looking at the shapes, and perhaps the most noticeable feature is what they call the
"floating island" center bezel--an oblong instrument panel and control surface, essentially. The
Dodge Dart has the look of a sporty car, although all of its engine options aren't up to the task
of coming through on the promise. You can basically choose economy or power, but not at the

same time. The handling and ride do make up for some of the engine deficiencies, however. We
have to think that Chrysler would have been better off perfecting one engine instead of
spreading itself thin with three engines and three transmissions. None of the Dart's powertrain
combinations feels fully sorted, which takes away from the overall experience. It's a
compromise whichever way you look. It puts out lb-ft of torque, which is not enough in a car
that, at about 3, pounds, weighs more than many of its rivals. In more demanding driving,
whether it's leaving a stoplight quickly or merging into fast-flowing freeway traffic from uphill
ramps, the 2. The turbocharged 1. The catch is that this engine feels sluggish below 2, rpm; the
turbo's efficiency-minded tuning means you have to rev it from 3, to 6, rpm to make power. Yes,
gas mileage suffers as a result. The turbo also has uneven power delivery, which is most
annoying with the clunky dual-clutch automatic. There's a third engine option, and it's probably
the best of the three. It's not surgey like the turbo, but still provides plenty of power and torque.
It's still let down by its transmission, which doesn't shift very smoothly. Across the board, you
can pair these with a Fiat-sourced six-speed manual gearbox. The non-turbo engines can also
be ordered with a six-speed automatic transmission provided, surprisingly, by Hyundai , while
the 1. We have one cautionary note about drivability: To eke out every last point of fuel
economy, the transmissions are all seemingly tuned to keep the engines below 2, rpm in most
circumstancesâ€”with tall gearing. That means that when power's needed, not one but two
downshifts are requiredâ€”and the driver has to learn to anticipate and plan for that. It might not
be so happy in hilly terrain, or at least not very efficient. The news is better on the handling and
suspension front. The weight that hurts performance gives the car a nice planted feel, and
Dodge has managed to imbue the electric power steering with enough feedback and road feel. If
the Dart seems big for a compact car, that's because it is. Based on its interior volume, the EPA
actually classifies it as a mid-size sedan. Both the front and rear seats are very comfortable, and
the cabin feels as wide as that of any competitor. The seating position is a little higher than in
other compact sedans, with the driving position is more legs-out than typical, but lower seat
cushions are wide and long enough, yet supportive for a wide range of sizes. The Dart has quite
a lot of useful storage pockets, cubbies, and trays in the door and console. And the glovebox is
large enough to accept a laptop computer. There's also a storage compartment available in the
front passenger seat, although some passengers noticed its reinforced cloth pull-tab. Trunk
space is surprisingly abundant, although the opening is quite small and constricted; for larger
items you'll need to use the wide-opening rear doors and split folding rear seatbacks. Dodge
says it's taken great care with the quality of its materials, including the operating mechanisms
of its dashboard vents, and there's a huge improvement over the Chrysler products of the past.
Most interior surfaces are covered in soft-touch plastics, with color and texture used as
accents--which matches the car's sporty flavor--more than the more traditional wood and
chrome. The softer materials match well with the harder plastics in places like the door pockets,
though on the lower dash there are a few broad swathes of hard-textured black plastic that echo
the bad old days. The engines can be a little more vocal than those in other compact sedans,
but otherwise the Dart is relatively peaceful and quiet. There's a fair amount of road noise on
some surfaces, although the Dart probably ranks as one of the quieter cars of its kind. The
Dodge Dart practically aces both U. That combination makes it one of the highest-rated cars for
safety in this classâ€”next to only the Honda Civic. Every Dart comes standard with ten airbags,
along with the usual suite of electronic safety systems, while blind-spot alert and cross-traffic
detection are both available, though rarely seen in the compact segment. Outward visibility is
admirable--something that's far from normal in these days of strengthened roofs for rollover
safetyâ€”thanks in part to the triangular third side window. Other compacts could learn from the
Dart there. The NHTSA awards the Dart five stars overall and in all categories except rollover,
where it scores a still-respectable four stars. The IIHS gives the Dart top 'good' ratings in most
categories, although there's one area where the Dart could have done better, and that's in the
new IIHS small-overlap frontal test, where it achieved a second-best 'acceptable' rating. Dodge
claims that the Dart can be equipped in more than , different build combinations. That's great if
you want to have a unique vehicle, but it can make spec'ing your car a little more difficult, not to
mention finding one just the way you want on a dealer's lot. While many rival models like the
Kia Forte or Hyundai Accent are sold in a very limited number of builds, with just a few option
packages, Dodge has "unbundled" its most popular options so buyers can mix and match at
willâ€”and it says it can deliver a specially ordered car in 30 to 45 days. This entry-level Dart is
the only one equipped with the 2. The SXT comes with the 2. Options include a nine-speaker
premium audio system, the 1. Above that is the Dart Aero, which includes a host of fuel-saving
items like active grille shutters and low-rolling-resistance tires. It comes only with the 1. The
Dart GT also comes with the 2. Options include the Technology Group, which bundles parking
sensors, blind-spot monitor, rear cross-path detection, and HID headlights. Limited models all

feature the 2. The Dodge Dart achieves respectable but not necessarily noteworthy fuel
economy. The Aero model is the most efficient, scoring 40 mpg highway with either
transmission. The Dart Aero is lighter than the standard 1. Dodge notes that it uses seven
different underbody panels to smooth airflow under the car, along with fitting active grille
shutters to some models like the Aero to reduce airflow through the engine compartment when
cooling demands are low. All these items reduce aerodynamic drag. Subaru Tesla Toyota
Volkswagen Volvo. Research By Category Body Style. Start a Loan Request Form Today! Used
Cars. By Make. New Challenger Charger Durango. Grand Caravan Journey. Used Avenger
Caliber Dakota. Dart Magnum Neon. Nitro Ram Ram Used By Year. Reviews Specs Photos
Inventory. Likes Comfortable seating position Class-leading safety ratings Distinctive, sporty
styling Good outward visibility Surprising interior space. Dislikes Gas mileage only average Tire
roar on certain roads
1963 thunderbird parts
mercruiser 30 service manual
is the scion xb a good car
Anemic base engine. Buying tip If you're considering the 2. It can be anemic in some situations,
so we recommend putting it through its paces. The Dodge Dart brings back some of the Neon's
personality with all of the modern features you could want in a compact car. Review continues
below. Used Dodge Dart for sale near change location. The Aero model is the most efficient,
scoring 40 mpg highway with either transmission The base 2. Continue Reading. The Car
Connection Consumer Review. Rate and Review your car for The Car Connection! Tell us your
own ratings for a vehicle you own. Rate your car on Performance, Safety, Features and more.
January 10, Overall Rating. Was this review helpful to you? Rating breakdown on a scale of 1 to
10? Compare the Dodge Dart against the competition. Used Dodge Dart cars. Used Chevrolet
Cruze 1, cars. Used Ford Focus 1, cars. Used Honda Civic 1, cars. Used Hyundai Elantra 2, cars.
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